Ribose 2'-Hydroxyl Groups Stabilize RNA Hairpin Structures Containing GCUAA Pentaloop.
The chemical structure of RNA and DNA is very similar; however, the three-dimensional conformation of these two nucleic acids is very different. Whereas the DNA adopts a repetitive structure of a double-stranded helix, RNA is primarily single stranded with a complex three-dimensional structure in which the hairpin is the most common secondary structure. Apart from the difference between uracil and thymine, the difference in the chemical structure between RNA and DNA is the presence of a hydroxyl group at position 2' of the sugar (ribose) instead of a hydrogen (deoxyribose). In this paper, we present molecular dynamics simulations addressing the contribution of 2'-hydroxyls to the stability of a GCUAA pentaloop motif. The results indicate that the 2'-hydroxyls stabilize the hairpin conformation of the GCUAA pentaloop relative to an analogous oligonucleotide in which the ribose sugars in the loop region were substituted with deoxyriboses. The magnitude of the stabilization was found to be 23.8 ± 4.1 kJ/mol using an alchemical mutations free energy method and 4.2 ± 6.5 kJ/mol using potential of mean force calculations. The latter indicates that in addition to its larger thermodynamic stability the RNA hairpin is also kinetically more stable. We find that the excess stability is a result of intrahairpin hydrogen bonds in the loop region between the 2'-hydroxyls and sugars, bases, and phosphates. The hydrogen bonds with the sugars and phosphates involve predominantly interactions with adjacent nucleotides. However, the hydrogen bonds with the bases involve also interactions between groups on opposite sides of the loop or with the middle base of the loop and are therefore likely to contribute significantly to the stability of the loop. Of these hydrogen bonds, the most frequent is observed between the 2'-hydroxyl at the first position of the pentaloop with N6/N7 of adenine at the forth position, as well as between the 2'-hydroxyl at position -1 with N6 of adenine at the fifth position. Our results contribute to the notion that one of the important roles of the ribose sugars in RNA is to facilitate hairpin formation.